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UNSTABLE STRUCTURES DEFINABLE IN O-MINIMAL
THEORIES
ASSAF HASSON
∗
AND ALF ONSHUUS
Abstrat. Let M be an o-minimal struture with elimination of imag-
inaries, N an unstable struture denable in M. Then there exists X,
denable in N
eq
, suh that X with all the struture indued from N is
o-minimal. In partiular X is linearly ordered.
As part of the proof we show: Theorem 1: If dimMN = 1 then any
p ∈ S1(N) is either strongly stable or nite by o-minimal. Theorem 2:
If N is N -minimal then dimMN = 1.
1. Bakground
1.1. Introdution. Various results in and around o-minimality give hope
that some lassiation of theories interpretable in o-minimal strutures may
exist. As a rst step in that diretion Y. Peterzil suggested to examine
whether theories interpretable in o-minimal strutures admitted some sort
of analysis in terms of (þ-)minimal types satisfying Zilber's trihotomy.
Zilber's idea of lassifying the ombinatorial geometries assoiated with
minimal types as trivial, linear or eld like is an important soure of in-
spiration for model theoreti researh. Although not always possible, the
searh for suh a lassiation has, in many ases, resulted in a deeper un-
derstanding of the ne struture of the theories in question. The results of
[PS98℄ and [HZ96℄ leave room for the hope that suh a trihotomy may hold
for minimal types in theories interpretable in o-minimal strutures.
Naturally, any suh lassiation will have to omprise Zilber's trihotomy
for minimal stable strutures in o-minimal theories, a prospet whih seems,
at the moment, out of reah. The unstable ase, however, seems quite aes-
sible relying on the Trihotomy Theorem for o-minimal strutures of [PS98℄
and Shelah's early analysis of dependent theories.
To takle the unstable ase, Peterzil's suggestion was to prove rst that
any suh struture interprets an o-minimal set. In this paper we arry this
out, obtaining somewhat sharper results.
Denition 1.1.
(1) Let N be any struture and X ⊆ Nn denable. Say that X is nite
by o-minimal if there is a denable equivalene relation E with nite
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lasses and domain X and a denable linear order < on X/E suh
that (X/E,<), with all the indued struture from N , is o-minimal.
(2) A type p over A ⊂ X is nite by o-minimal if it is þ-minimal (i.e. has
U
þ
-rank 1, see Denition 4.1) and suh that there is a non algebrai
extension of p ontaining a nite by o-minimal formula.
We an now state our main result:
Theorem 1.2. Let N be denable in an o-minimal struture. Then either
there is an N -denable subset of N whih is nite by o-minimal or there is
an N -denable subset of N whih is stable.
Moreover, if N is κ-saturated and |N0| < κ for some N0 ⊂ N then every
type p ∈ SN1 (N0) an be extended to a non algebrai type q ∈ S
N
1 (N) whih
is either nite by o-minimal or strongly stable.
The notion of strongly stable types requires explanation:
Denition 1.3. Let T be a dependent theory, N |= T . A type p ∈ S(N) is
strongly stable if there are no p′ ⊇ p and formula φ(x, y) dening a quasi
order with innite hains in p′.
Strongly stable types are stable aording to Shelah's denition of stable
types in a dependent theory (see 1 of [She04℄), but the denitions are easily
seen not to be equivalent (see the example onluding Setion 2). Types
whih are not strongly stable will be alled weakly unstable.
On the global level we an strengthen the result of Theorem 1.2:
Theorem 1.4. Let M := (M,<, . . . ) be an o-minimal struture with a
dense underlying order and elimination of imaginaries. It N is unstable,
interpretable in M, then N interprets an o-minimal struture.
These results, together with the more aurate loal statement of the 1-
dimensional ase (Theorem 2.1) and the redution to it (Setion 4, Claim
4.16) give rise to the hope that a strutural analysis of types in terms of
o-minimal and minimal stable types ould be ahieved. An obvious obstale
on the way of suh a program is the fat that Theorem 1.4 does not have an
immediate loal analogue (strengthening the seond part of Theorem 1.2),
as shows an easy example in Setion 3. It seems that, in order to formulate
(and prove) a orret analogue of that theorem, mahinery suh as theories
of domination, analysability, stable domination and weight may have to be
developed. It is not quite lear to us what is the right ontext for suh a
projet. Reent work of Shelah in [She℄ suggests some diretions (in the
signiantly more general setting of dependent theories) whih may be of
relevane to the present projet.
The struture of this paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we show that given
any 1-dimensional partially ordered set (N,≤p) denable in an o-minimal
struture M there is a ≤p-denable nite by o-minimal X ⊆ N .
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The strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.4 will be to indutively redue
the problem to the 1-dimensional ase. In Setion 3 we perform the rst
part of the indution step, showing that if N is any struture denable in an
o-minimal M, then N is N -minimal only if it is either strongly minimal or
1-dimensional. In other words if N is unstable and dimN > 1 there exists
an N -denable X ⊆ N with dimX < dimN .
The indution is ompleted in setion 4, where Theorem 1.4 is proved
using the mahinery of þ-forking. The proof onsists of showing that, as-
suming elimination of imaginaries in the ambient o-minimal struture, we
an atually nd a lower dimensional unstable set.
1.2. Dependent theories (or theories with NIP). We assume the reader
has ertain familiarity with basi notions of model theory, o-minimality and
geometri strutures. We list some known fats whih will be used repeat-
edly throughout the paper and refer to [vdD98℄ and [Pil96℄ for the neessary
bakground in o-minimality and stability respetively.
We begin with:
Denition 1.5. Let T be any theory and C |= T a monster model.
(1) a formula φ(x, y) has the order property if there are indisernible
sequenes 〈ai〉i∈ω and 〈bi〉i∈ω suh that C |= φ(ai, bj) if and only if
i < j.
(2) A formula φ(x, y) has the strit order property if there is an indis-
ernible sequenes 〈ai〉i∈ω suh that C |= ∃y φ(y, ai)∧¬φ(y, aj) if and
only if i < j.
(3) A formula φ(x, y) has the independene property if there is an in-
disernible sequenes 〈ai〉i∈ω suh that for any nite disjoint sets I
and J there is some c suh that C |= φ(c, ai) for any i ∈ I and
C |= ¬φ(y, aj) whenever j ∈ J .
(4) A theory T is dependent(equivalently, does not have the independene
property, or has the non-independene property) if no formula has the
independene property.
(5) A denable set θ(x) is stable if there is no φ(x, y) ∈ C suh that
φ(x, y) ∧ θ(x) has the order property.
The following theorem is a rehash of results from [She04℄ and [She90℄
presented more onveniently for our needs in [OP℄.
Theorem 1.6. Let X = X(C) be a set interpretable in a dependent theory.
The following are equivalent:
• X := θ(x) is an unstable set.
• There exists a formula φ(x, y) suh that φ(x, y) ∧ θ(x) has the order
property.
• There are sequenes 〈ai〉i∈ω and 〈bi〉i∈ω suh that ai ∈ X(C) for all
i, bj ∈ C for all j and C |= φ(ai, bj) if and only if i < j.
• There is a C-denable partial order on X(C) with innite hains.
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Given a dependent struture N we will say that an N -denable set X is
stable if it satises any of the above onditions.
As an easy orollary of Theorem 1.6 we have the following theorem whih
is the tehnial basis of this paper.
Theorem 1.7 (Shelah). Let N be any struture interpretable in an o-minimal
theory T . Then for any N -denable unstable X ⊆ Nk there is an N -denable
partial quasi order ≤p on X with innite hains.
Proof. Sine N is interpretable in an o-minimal theory it does not have the
independene property, and neither does X with all the indued struture.
The result now follows from Theorem 1.6. 
We onlude with some notational onventions that will be kept through-
out the paper. M := (M,<, . . . ) will always denote an o-minimal struture
with a dense underlying order. N will be a struture denable in M (in
other words, given a struture N denable in some o-minimal struture, we
x suh a struture M and an interpretation of N therein). Given any N -
denable X ⊆ N the dimension of X, denoted dim(X), is the o-minimal
dimension of X as an M-denable set.
2. The 1-dimensional ase
Theorem 2.1. Let M := (M,<, . . . ) be a dense o-minimal struture, X ⊂
M an innite denable set and ≤p an M-denable order with innite hains
on X. Let p ∈ S1(M) be a type extending x ∈ X with innite p-hains.
Then for any e |= p there are ≤p-denable innite X
′ ⊆ X with e ∈ X ′
generi and a linear order <′ on X ′ suh that (X ′, <′) ≡ (X ′, <).
Some onventions regarding terminology are in plae. As in the statement
of the theorem, a set denable in (X,≤p) will be alled ≤p-denable (or X-
denable). The term denable set will always refer to M-denable sets.
All orders will be partial, unless expliitly stated. Hene a quasi order is
a transitive binary relation ≤. A quasi order is said to have innite hains
if the orresponding order (obtained after quotienting by the equivalene
relation a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ a) does. Throughout the text all (quasi) orders will
be assumed to have innite hains. We will also assume, without loss of
generality, that M is saturated enough (so that every M-denable set has
a generi point in M).
For x ∈ X it will be onvenient to denote G(x) := {y | x ≤p y} and
L(x) := {y | y ≤p x}.
The rst part of the proof is to deompose X into well behaved ells and
redene the partial order to obtain topologially nie upper and lower ones.
Getting the right deomposition of X and the right partial order to work
with are the main parts of the proof.
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2.1. Taming (X,≤p). By o-minimality, for every a ∈ X, we an write
G(a) =
⋃k
i=1 Ii where eah Ii is a denably onneted omponent of G(a)
and Ii ≤ Ij ⇐⇒ i ≤ j. Let f
1
j (a) and f
2
j (a) be the left and right endpoints
of Ij(a) (whih oinide if Ij(a) is a point). By allowing empty intervals, we
may assume that k does not depend on a (sine the number of onneted
denably omponents of G(a) is uniformly bounded).
LetX1, . . . ,Xn be a deomposition ofX suh that all the f
i
j are ontinuous
on eah Xs and suh that eah f
i
j is either non-inreasing or non-dereasing
in Xk for all k. With this deomposition of X we redene the intervals Ij(a)
to make sure that Ij(a) is entirely ontained in some Xi for all a and i. This
an be done as follows: for eah a ∈ X and i ≤ k dene Iij(a) = Ij(a) ∩Xi.
The funtions that dene our new intervals will be (weakly) monotone and
ontinuous.
In order to formalise this (and sine we will repeat the same proess over
and over again in this setion), we need the following denitions.
Denition 2.2. Let M be an o-minimal struture, X ⊆ M an innite
denable subset and ≤p an M-denable relation induing a partial order on
X. Denote M∞ the natural expansion of M to M ∪ {±∞}. A monotone
representation of (X,≤p) is a deomposition X =
⋃l
i=1Xi into disjoint M-
denable intervals and points, and two nite olletions of denable funtions
FG : {f ij | X → clM∞(X) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i ∈ {1, 2}}
and
FL : {hij | X → clM∞(X) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i ∈ {1, 2}}
with
G(x) =
⋃
f ij∈F
G
(f1j (x), f
2
j (x))
and
L(x) =
⋃
hij∈F
L
(h1j (x), h
2
j (x))
for all x ∈ X and suh that:
(1) For every l ≤ k, j ≤ n and i ∈ {1, 2} the funtion f ij |Xk is ontinuous
and weakly monotone.
(2) For every 1 ≤ j < n we have f1j ≤ f
2
j ≤ f
1
j+1.
(3) For all x ∈ X and all j there exists r suh that (f1j (x), f
2
j (x)) ⊆ Xr.
and analogous onditions (1'), (2') and (3') for FL.
Claim 2.3. LetM be an o-minimal struture. Then given any 1-dimensional
M-denable partial order (X,≤p) and any deomposition {Xi} of X there is
a monotone representation {X ′i ,F
G,FL} of (X,≤p) suh that {X
′
i} renes
{Xi}.
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Proof. We start with the given deomposition {Xi} of X and we rene it
as desribed before Denition 2.2 to a deomposition {X ′i} so that all the
funtions f(x) dening the endpoints of the intervals in both G(x) and L(x)
are either non-inreasing or non-dereasing in X ′k for all k.
We now dene the funtions {f ij} whih will dene the endpoints of the
trunated intervals (so that eah interval omposing G(a) is entirely on-
tained in a single ell Xi).
Let i1(a) := min{i|Ii(a) 6= ∅} and i2 := max{i|Ii(a) 6= ∅} and dene
f1j,i1(a) = f
1
j (a) and f
2
j,i2
(a) = f2j (a).
For i1 < i < i2 dene
f1j,i(a) = max{f
1
j (a), inf X
′
i}
and
f2j,i(a) = min{f
2
j (a), supXi};
let
FG := {f1j,i}i,j ∪ {f
2
j,i}i,j .
Dene FL in a similar way. We leave it as a simple exerise to verify
that all the resulting funtions are ontinuous and weakly monotone on eah
X ′i so that the olletions F
G,FL satisfy Denition 2.2 with respet to the
deomposition {X ′i}, whih nishes the proof.

Remark 2.4. To avoid unpleasant trivial ases, after xing a monotone
representation, we will throw away all the Xi in the representation onsisting
of a single point. Replaing X with
⋃
{Xi | Xi is not a point} we may
assume that the monotone representation we are working with onsists of
open intervals only.
To simplify the notation, when referring to a monotone representation,
we will only mention the deomposition of X and use F to denote FG ∪FL
whenever no ambiguity an arise.
From now on we x a monotone representation {X1, . . . Xk,F} of (X,≤p).
To keep the exposition leaner, although we will repeatedly rene it (as ex-
plained in Claim 2.3), we will not hange the notation for the representation.
Our rst task is to smoothen up ≤p, in order to make it easier to handle.
By o-minimality the relation
a ≤0p b⇔ dim(G(b) \G(a)) = 0.
is ≤p-denable. Thus
Lemma 2.5.
(1) ≤0p is a quasi order rening ≤p and every denable Y ⊆ X with
innite ≤p-hains ontains innite ≤
0
p-hains.
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(2) For every a ∈ X let G0(a) := {x | a ≤0p x} and L
0(a) := {x | x ≤0p
a}. Then the sets G0(a)∩Xi and L
0(a)∩Xi are both relatively losed
in Xi.
Proof. Sine a ≤p b ⇒ a ≤
0
p b and ≤
0
p is transitive it is a denable quasi
order rening ≤p. By ompatness, if ≤p had innite hains then so will ≤
0
p.
Let b ∈ Xi and let a ∈ X be suh that a 6≤
0
p b, i.e. |G(b) \G(a)| is innite,
so it ontains an interval. The funtions in F are ontinuous at b, so there is
an interval U ⊆ Xi with b ∈ U suh that |G(x) \G(a)| is innite (so a 6≤
0
p x)
for all x ∈ U . Therefore b /∈ {x | a ≤0p x} implies that b /∈ ∂{x | a ≤
0
p x},
proving that G0(a) is relatively losed in Xi.
Now suppose that a ∈ Xj and that b ∈ X is suh that a 6≤
0
p b so that |G(b)\
G(a)| is innite, so it ontains an open interval I. Sine I ∩ G(a) = ∅ the
ontinuity of the funtions in F (around a this time) there is a neighbourhood
V of a suh that I \ G(a′) is innite for all a′ ∈ V ; so a′ 6≤0p b for any suh
a′ implying, as above, that L(b) is relatively losed in Xj . 
By Claim 2.3 we an nd a monotone representation of (X,≤0p) rening the
monotone representation of (X,≤p). So we may assume that (X1, . . . ,Xk,F)
is a monotone representation of both quasi orders. Sine Lemma 2.5 is
weakened by the renement of the monotone representation (there are fewer
interior points), its onlusion will remain valid as we will further rene
(X1, . . . ,Xk,F).
It may be worth pointing out that even if ≤p is an order, ≤
0
p need not be
one (i.e. it may be a quasi order). But after reduing ourselves to a denable
subset of X we may assume that E(a, b) := a ≤0p b∧ b ≤
0
p a has nite lasses.
Thus, identifying eah E-lass with its smallest element we may assume the
map π : X → X/E is in fat a map from M to M . Rening the above
monotone representation further, we may assume that π is ontinuous on all
the ells of the representation. In partiular we may assume that ≤0p is in fat
an order, and we an work with ≤0p instead of ≤p, obtaining the following.
The fat that the order ≤0p indues on X/E still satises Lemma 2.5 (after
possibly removing from X nitely many points) is easy. We obtained:
Fat 2.6. We may assume without loss of generality that ≤p is an order
suh that the sets G(a) ∩Xi and L(a) ∩Xi are both relatively losed in Xi
for every i and every a ∈ X.
One reason for this additional massaging of our monotone representation
is to obtain:
Corollary 2.7. If f2j (x) = f
1
j+1(x) for some j < |F/2| and x ∈ Xi (some
i) then both funtions are loally onstant near x.
The proof is immediate from the assumptions of Fat 2.6 and we leave it as
an easy exerise to the reader. Theorem 2.1 is now proved in two steps. First,
we show that it is enough to nd an M-denable interval where ≤p agrees
with < (the order on M), and then we proeed to nd suh an M-interval.
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2.2. A speial ase. In this subsetion we show that if ≤p agrees with < on
some M-denable interval X0 then a loal version of Theorem 2.1 follows.
Lemma 2.8. Let (X,≤p) be an order denable in an o-minimal struture
M := (M,<, . . . ). Assume that dimMX = 1 and X = X0 ∪ Y for some
M-denable X0 suh that ≤p |X0 is a dense linear order. Then for any
M-generi e ∈ X0 there exists an innite ≤p-denable set X
′
with e in the
interior of X ′ suh that either ≤p |X′ =≤ |X′ or ≥ |X′ =≤p |X′ .
Proof. Sine X is 1-dimensional, we may assume that X ⊆M . Fix a mono-
tone representation (X1, . . . ,Xk,F) of X, and let e be any M-generi ele-
ment of X0. In the proof we will keep shrinking X0, making sure that e is
still generi in the subset of X0 that we keep. Rening our monotone repre-
sentation, we may assume that X0 is one of the ells in the deomposition
of X.
Reduing X0 if needed and possibly replaing ≤p (x, y) with ≤p (y, x) we
may assume, by o-minimality, that ≤p agrees with < on X0. Beause F is a
nite olletion of funtions, we redue X0 further to assure that f
−1(c) is
nite for all c ∈ X0 and f ∈ F . Note that this an be done without harming
any of the previous requirements.
Choose a < b ∈ X0 generi enough and lose to eah other suh that
e ∈ (a, b)≤p . From now on, we will restrit ourselves to the set Z0 := (a, b)≤p .
For x ∈ Z0 denote u(x) = inf{G(x) ∩X0} and m(x) := sup{L(x) ∩X0}.
Fix some generi x ∈ Z0. By assumption (Fat 2.6) we know that
m(x) ≤p x ≤p u(x) and by Fat 2.6 m(x) < u(x) for all x ∈ ((a, b)≤p \X0)
(otherwise, m(x) ≤p x ≤p m(x) ontraditing the assumption that x is an
order). We now rene our monotone representation one last time to assure
that m(x), u(x) are ontinuous and monotone on eah ell of the represen-
tation; the assumption that dim f−1(c) = 0 for all f ∈ F and all c ∈ X0
assures that both funtions will be in fat stritly monotone.
Let Z be the olletion of innite ≤p-denable subsets of Z0 whose interior
ontains e. The proof proeeds by indution on the possible ardinalities of
the set
{i | {Z ∩Xi} is an innite set.}
for Z ∈ Z (and a xed deomposition {Xi} of X satisfying all the assump-
tions mentioned up to this point).
Clearly, |Z ∩ X0| = ∞ for any Z ∈ Z and if for some suh Z we get
dim(Z \X0) = 0 then ≤p is a linear order on Z (possibly removing nitely
many aidental points) and the lemma will follow; thus, we may assume by
way of ontradition that any Z ∈ Z has innite intersetion with some Xi.
Let Z ∈ Z minimise the number of intervals Xi with whih it has an innite
intersetion. For simpliity assume that Z ∩X1 is innite.
Let c ∈ Z ∩ X1 be generi. Sine Z
′
c := (m(c), u(c))≤p ontains the X0-
subinterval (m(c), u(c)) it is an innite set ontaining c. If e /∈ (m(c), u(c))
for all generi c ∈ Z∩X1, then by the ontinuity of u(x),m(x) we know that
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either e > u(c) for all but nitely many c ∈ Z∩X1 or e < m(c) for all suh c.
Both ases are analogous so we may assume the latter holds for all generi c.
We dene Z ′ := Z ∩ (a, b′)≤p for some a < e < b
′ ≤ inf{m(c)|c ∈ X1 ∩ Z0};
by denition Z ′∩X1 ontains no generi points so by ontinuity Z
′∩X1 = ∅
and e is in the interior of Z ′. Sine Z ′ ⊆ Z this ontradits the hoie of Z.
Therefore we may assume that e ∈ (m(c), u(c)) for some generi c ∈ Z ∩X1.
We will investigate two ases. Suppose rst that u(x),m(x) are both
inreasing on X1 (the ase they are both dereasing is similar). This implies
that y /∈ (m(c), u(c))≤p for all y ∈ X1 generi over c (for if y < c then
m(y) < m(c) implying - by the denition of m(y) - that y /∈ G(m(c)) and if
y > c then u(y) > u(c) and y /∈ L(u(c))). Sine Zc := (m(c), u(c))≤p ∈ Z,
this would lead to a ontradition to the hoie of Z.
The only remaining possibility is that m(x) is inreasing and u(x) is de-
reasing in X1, or vie versa. Consider m := sup{m(x) | x ∈ X1 ∩ Z}.
If m < e then by restriting ourselves (as above) to (a′, b)≤p for some
m < a′ < e we get a ontradition to the hoie of Z (as we did there).
Otherwise (beause e is generi) we know that m > e. By symmetry we may
assume that u < e where u := inf{u(x) | x ∈ X1 ∩ Z} . By ontinuity and
monotoniity, this means that G(x) ∩ L(x) ∩X0 6= ∅ for some x ∈ X1 ∩ Z.
Sine this is impossible, the lemma follows.

Note that for every generi e ∈ X0 the set X
′
e we found satisfying the
onlusion of Lemma 2.8 was dened using one of nitely many formulae
ψ1(x, e), . . . , ψs(x, e) (depending, possibly, on parameters independent from
e, on the monotone representation, but not on e itself). So Lemma 2.8 shows
that the formula θ(z) given by the disjuntion of the formulae ≤p restrited
to ψi(x, z) is a dense linear order is satised by every generi e ∈ X0, whene
it is true of all but possibly nitely many e ∈ X0.
2.3. Reduing to the speial ase. We will now show how to obtain
the assumptions of the previous subsetion and apply the result to prove
Theorem 2.1.
Claim 2.9. Let Xk be a ell in the representation of X. Assume there are
a, b ∈ Xk suh that a ≤p b and a < b (the ase b < a will have analogous
results).
(1) If f1i is non-inreasing in Xk then so is f
2
i and if f
2
i is non-dereasing
in Xk then so is f
1
i ; either of these ases implies that Ii(a)∩Ii(b) = ∅.
(2) If f1i is inreasing or onstant in Xk and f
2
i is dereasing or onstant,
then Ii(a) ⊆ Ii(b).
Proof. The rst assertions follow from the fat that, sine ≤p is a partial
order, G(a) ⊃ G(b) and Ii(a) and Ik(a) are always disjoint intervals by
onstrution, Ij(b) must be ontained entirely in a single interval Ik(a).
Either of the rst two onditions imply that j 6= k and the orresponding
onlusions follow. The last assertion is immediate. 
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Using the laim, whenever Xk satises the the assumptions of the laim
and x ∈ Xk is generi we an partition the set indexing F
G
as follows:
• Jk1 is the set of integers i suh that both f
1
i and f
2
i are non-inreasing
in Xk or both are onstant.
• Jk2 is the set of integers for whih both f
1
i and f
2
i non-dereasing in
Xk but not both are onstant.
• Jk3 is the elements not in J
1
k nor in J
2
k .
We are now ready to onlude the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let p be any 1-N -type with innite hains. We have
to show that every e |= p is ontained in a nite by o-minimal set. Beause
the Xi in the deomposition of X are M-denable all realizations of p are
in the same Xi; onsequently Xi has innite ≤p-hains. Therefore, without
loss of generality, Xi satises the assumptions of Claim 2.9; for simpliity
assume Xi = X1.
By the ontinuity of the funtions in F and using Corollary 2.7, for generi
a ∈ X1 there exists aǫ > a with aǫ ∈ X1 suh that for all a
′ ∈ (a, aǫ) ∩X1
we have
G(a) ∩G(a′) =
⋃
i
Ii(a) ∩ Ii(a
′)
where Ii(a) = (f
1
i (a), f
2
i (a)).
Moreover, keeping the deomposition of the index set of FG obtained
above, we get that suh a < a′ satisfy:
G(a) ∩G(a′) :=
⋃
i∈J1
(f1i (a), f
2
i (x)) ∪
⋃
i∈J2
(f1i (x), f
2
i (a)) ∪
⋃
i∈J3
(f1i (a
′), f2i (a
′))
and the denition of the Ji implies that G(a) ∩G(a
′) ⊇ G(a)∩G(a′′) if and
only if and only if a′ < a′′ for all a < a′ < a′′ < aǫ with a
′, a′′ ∈ X1.
Setting x <′ y if and only if G(a) ∩G(x) ⊇ G(a) ∩G(y) we know that <′
is a ≤p-denable quasi order agreeing with < on (a, aǫ)∩X1. So the theorem
now follows from Lemma 2.8 and the fat that the linear order <′ an be
uniformly dened in a set ontaining any generi e ∈ X suh that e ∈ Xk for
some Xk a ell in the representation of X ontaining innite ≤p-hains. 
2.4. Further remarks. We onlude with the following observation:
Denition 2.10. A struture N is denable in an o-minimal struture M,
if it is interpretable in the real sort of M (i.e. the universe of the underlying
interpretation is denable).
We will dene N to be k-dimensional if k is the smallest integer suh
that there exists an o-minimal struture M and a denable S ⊆ M r with
dimM S = k suh that there is an interpretation of N (oming from M)
with universe S.
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Corollary 2.11. Let N be an unstable struture denable in an o-minimal
struture, and let M witness that N is 1-dimensional. Then N interprets
an o-minimal struture denable in M.
Proof. Sine N is denable in an o-minimal struture it does not have the
independene property. Hene, by theorem 1.7 there is a denable quasi
order with innite hains whose universe is (a subset of) N . Let a ∼ b ⇐⇒
a ≤p b ∧ b ≤p a. By o-minimality and the fat that ≤p has innite hains,
we get that ∼ has only nitely many innite lasses (and innitely many
nite lasses). Passing to the denable subset N ′ of those elements whose
∼-lasses are nite the struture N/ ∼ is denable in the same o-minimal
struture. The onlusion now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.12. It should probably be pointed out that Theorem 1.2 annot
be strengthened to assure that given a (weakly) unstable type p (i.e. a type
that is not strongly stable) there is a denable set ontained in p whih is
nite by o-minimal. The following example is due to Kobi Peterzil. Consider
the struture R onsisting of the (unordered) group (R,+) expanded by a
prediate for the interval [0, 1]. For 0 ≤ r, t ≤ n ∈ N the formula ψn(r, t) :=
∀z(z + r ∈ [0, n] → z + t ∈ [0, 1]) denes a linear order on [0, n]. Using
a simple quantier elimination argument it is not hard to verify that no
unbounded linear order is denable in this struture. Now onsider the type
p := {¬(ψn(x − r, 0) ∨ ψn(0, x − r)) | r ∈ R}. p is weakly unstable, but no
formula in p is nite by o-minimal.
Note, however, that p is a stable type aording to Shelah (any Morley
sequene in p  this is well dened beause p is denable  is an indisernible
set). More speially, denote ≤n the order on [−n, n] dened above. Take
{ai}i∈ω suh that a0 = 0, ai − a 6≤n 0 for all a ∈ R 〈a1, . . . , ai−1〉 (the group
generated by R and a1, . . . , ai−1). It is not hard to verify that {ai}i>0 is an
indisernible set, and witnesses the stability of p. Note that p does not have
U-rank, sine every non algebrai forking extension thereof is unstable. It
is, however, regular and loally modular.
3. Finding a set of smaller dimension.
Keeping in mind the goal of interpreting an o-minimal order in any un-
stable struture denable in an o-minimal theory, it is natural to pursue an
indutive argument based on the o-minimal dimension of the interpretation.
Having proved the desired result for the 1-dimensional ase, the next step is,
given an n-dimensional N , denable in an o-minimal struture M, to nd
an N -denable X ⊆ N with dimMX < n. This is the goal of the present
setion.
Let N ,M be as above with N ⊆ Mk. By Shelah's theorem (Theorem
1.7) there is an N -denable quasi order ≤p with innite hains on N . For
simpliity we may assume that N = (N,≤p). We will show that if N is
N -minimal, i.e. every non-algebrai N -denable subset of N has dimension
n, then n = 1.
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As the next remark shows, if N is N -minimal it has an intrinsi notion
of dimension. To avoid onfusion the use of the term dimension will be
reserved exlusively for the o-minimal dimension, and generi will always
mean M-generi (over the relevant data). To simplify things, we may
assume that N and ≤p are ∅-denable in M. The following appears already
in [PPS00℄, but we give the simple proof:
Remark 3.1. Let N be a struture denable in an o-minimal struture M.
If for all a ∈ N either tp(a/A) is algebrai or dimM(tp(a/A)) = n then N
is a geometri struture, i.e. the model theoreti algebrai losure aclN (·)
satises the Exhange Property and N eliminates the quantier ∃∞.
Proof. Everything is lear, exept exhange. So let a ∈ acl(Ab) \ acl(A). We
have to show that b ∈ acl(Aa). If dim tp(b/Aa) < n it must be algebrai
and the proposition follows. Otherwise, possibly replaing b we may assume
that dim(b/Aa) = n. Sine a /∈ acl(A) we know that a 6 |⌣A b (in the o-
minimal sense). Therefore, b 6 |⌣A a implying that dim tpM(b/Aa) < n whih
ontradits our assumptions. 
Throughout this setion we will assume that N is N -minimal, so in partiular
every innite N -denable S ⊆ N ontains an M-generi point. To simplify
the exposition we will assume by way of ontradition that dimMN = n > 1.
Very muh like in the 1-dimensional ase, the proof goes through nding
an M-denable set X, and an N -denable (partial quasi) order ≤t suh
that the restrition of ≤t to X is linear. We start with some denitions and
results preparing the ground for what follows. We keep the notation of the
previous setion.
Denition 3.2. Let M be an o-minimal struture and S ⊆ X ⊆ Mk de-
nable subsets, X denable over ∅. S is generially losed in X if for every
b ∈ X generi over ∅, if b ∈ clX(S), then b ∈ S.
Note that the above denition is meaningful only for sets S whih are not
∅ denable. Throughout this setion, by "S is generially losed" we will
mean that S is generially losed in N .
Lemma 3.3. Suppose N := (N,≤p) is an M-denable struture suh that
N is N -minimal with dimMN = n. Let Z ⊆ N be any N -denable set and
≤t the (partial) quasi order dened by
a ≤t b⇔ |{y ∈ Z | y ≤p a ∧ y 6≤p b}| <∞.
Then for any a ∈ N the set {x | x ≤t a} is generially losed in N .
Proof. The lemma is trivial if Z is nite, so we assume it not to be the ase.
Notie that in order to prove the lemma we must show rst that ≤t is in fat
a quasi order and seond that the ones it denes are generially losed.
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To prove it is a quasi order, let a, b, c be elements in N suh that a ≤t
b ≤t c. Setting L(x) := {y | y ≤p x} we know that both (L(b) \ L(a)) ∩ Z
and (L(c) \ L(b)) ∩ Z are nite.
But
L(c) \ L(a) ⊂ (L(c) \ L(b)) ∪ (L(b) \ L(a))
so (L(c) \ L(a)) ∩ Z is nite and by denition a ≤t c so ≤t is transitive.
To prove that Lt(a) is generially losed, suppose that c 6≤t a for some c
generi over ∅. By denition there are innitely many points in Z ∩ (L(c) \
L(a)). Sine this last set is N -denable we know by assumption that it has
dimension n so there is an open set U ⊆ Z ∩ L(c) suh that U ∩ L(a) = ∅.
Choosing U small enough, we may assume that it is denable over parameters
independent over all the data, so by generiity of c there is a neighbourhood
V of c suh that U ⊆ L(x) ∩ Z for all x ∈ V whene x 6≤t a as required. 
It will be important for appliations to note that in the above lemma we do
not assume that Z is ∅-denable.
Out next step is to nd an N -denable order ≤t and an M-denable line
l through N (see below) suh that ≤t restrited to l is a linear order. Our
way of obtaining this is reminisent of Shelah's proof of Theorem 1.7.
The following tehnial result will be needed:
Proposition 3.4. Let N := (N,≤p) be a partially ordered set with innite
hains denable in an o-minimal struture M and dimMN = n. Assume
also that N is N -minimal. Then:
(1) There is an innite ≤p-hain a0 ≤p . . . ≤p ai ≤p ai+1 ≤p . . . of
elements in N suh that ai is generi for all i.
(2) There is an M-generi type p(x) ∈ S1(∅) and an innite ≤p-hain
a0 ≤p . . . ≤p ai ≤p ai+1 ≤p . . . suh that |= p(ai) for all i.
(3) There is a type p(x) ∈ S1(∅) and elements a, b |= p suh that b is a
generi element in ∂G(a).
Proof.
(1). By assumption we have an innite ≤p-hain so by ompatness we
an nd a sequene 〈x(i,j)〉(i,j)∈ω×ω where x(i1,j1) ≤p x(i2,j2) if and only if
(i1, j1) < (i2, j2) in the lexiographi order. Let ci := x(i,0); by denition
(ci, ci+1)≤p is innite for any i ∈ ω.
By N -minimality dim(ci, ci+1)≤p = n so there is some M-generi ai ∈
(ci, ci+1)≤p . Then 〈ai〉 is an innite ≤p-hain of M-generi elements.
(2). Using (1) and ompatness we an nd an arbitrarily long ≤p-hain of
M-generi elements. By Ramsey's Theorem we an nd a ≤p-hain 〈ai〉 of
M-generi elements suh that tp(ai/∅) = tp(aj/∅) for all i, j.
(3). By (2) there is an M-generi type p(x) suh that there are innite
≤p-hains among realizations of p(x). Let a |= p(x) so that for any φ(x) ∈
p(x) both G(a) ∩ φ(N) and ¬G(a) ∩ φ(N) have dimension n. By [Joh01℄
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dim∂G(a)∩φ(N) = n− 1 for any φ(x) ∈ p(x). By ompatness there exists
b ∈ ∂G(a)∩ p suh that dim(b/a) = n− 1. The elements a, b will satisfy the
requirements of (3). 
A line through N is a 1-dimensional (M-denable) denably onneted
subset of N . Say that a line l through N is generi if any generi a ∈ l is
generi also (over ∅) in N . So a line l through N is denably homeomorphi
to an interval in M. Fixing suh a homeomorphism, l inherits an ordering
formM. Throughout this setion, we will assume impliitly that lines ome
equipped with some suh ordering. The only requirement we will make is
that when working with a family of lines the ordering on all lines is given
uniformly.
Let l be a line through N . Given b ∈ X there are unique maximal losed
intervals I0, I1, . . . , In suh that
(1) The right endpoint of Ij is the left endpoint of Ij+1.
(2) l =
⋃
i Ii
(3) Either Ij = Ij ∩G(b) or Ij = Ij \G(b).
Whenever these onditions hold we will say that
⋃
i Ii (or
⋃
i Ii(b) if we
want to make b expliit) is the partition of G(b)∩ l (or the partition of l with
respet to b).
If
⋃r
i=1 Ii is a partition of G(b) ∩ l for xed l and b let f
b
l : r → 2 be suh
that f bl (i) = 1 if Ij = Ij ∩G(b) and f
b
l (i) = 0 otherwise; let
sl(b) := 〈f
b
l (i)〉.
We will say that sl(b) has a sign hange at j if f(j) = 0 and f(j +1) = 1 or
vie versa.
For a xed line l say that
⋃
i Ii is loally onstant at b if for every open
neighbourhood U of b the set{
y |
⋃
i
Ii is a partition of G(y) ∪ I
}
ontains an open subset of U . We will say that
⋃
i Ii is loally onstant if it
is loally onstant at some b ∈ X.
Finally, given any family B of pairs (l, b) as above, we will say that the se-
quene sl(b) (originating from the partition of l with respet to b) is maximal
in B if it has a maximum number of sign hanges (i.e. |sl(b)| is maximal)
among all sl′(b
′) with (l′, b′) ∈ B; we will all sl(b) the type of the partition
G(b) ∩ l.
Claim 3.5. Fix a line l. Then l admits only nitely many loally onstant
partitions.
Proof. Let A be any set suh that l is denable over A. Suppose that
⋃
i Ii is a
loally onstant partition, and let a1, . . . , ar be the left endpoints of I1, . . . , Ir
respetively. Let U be the set of points suh that
⋃
i Ii is a partition ofG(b)∩I
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for all b ∈ U . By hypothesis U has dimension n so there is some b ∈ U
generi over A ∪ {a1, . . . , ar}. Clearly ai ∈ dcl(b,A) and b |⌣A a1, . . . , ar so
by symmetry ai ∈ dcl(A). But the set of x ∈ l suh that x is an endpoint of
an interval in a onstant partition of l is M-denable. Sine it is ontained
in acl(A) it must be nite. 
It is not hard to verify that Proposition 3.4 implies the existene of a
generi line through N admitting a non loally onstant partition. Formally,
(3) of the proposition implies that we an nd a ∈ N generi and b ∈ ∂G(a)
generi as suh, suh that b/∅ is generi as well. This implies, in partiular,
that dim{a′ | b ∈ ∂G(a′)} < n. Sine a was generi, any line l through b will
have non-onstant partitions (witnessed by a) and, sine b/∅ is generi, if l
is hosen so that b is generi on l we get that this line is generi. Observe,
moreover, that for suh a there is a neighbourhood U of a suh that for no
a′ ∈ U is the partition a′ indues on l loally onstant. So the set of a′
induing a non-onstant partition on l is n-dimensional.
Fix suh l0 and b0 and let L be a denable family of lines through N of
whih l0 is a generi member. Let B be the subset of N × L of all (b
′, l′)
suh that there exists an open set V ontaining b′ where G(y) ∩ l′ is a non
onstant partition of l′ of the same type as G(b′)∩ l′ for all y ∈ V . Let l ∈ L
be generi and (b, l) ∈ B be suh that the partition of l with respet to b is
maximal among all elements in the set
{b′ | (b′, l) ∈ B}.
By denition, for all b′ ∈ M if the size of the partition G(b′) ∩ l is greater
than the size of the partition of G(b) ∩ l then either G(b′) ∩ l is a onstant
partition or b′ is not generi (over l). Speially,
(♣) dim{b′ | G(b′) ∩ l non onstant and |sl(b
′)| > |sl(b)|} < n.
From now on we x b, l as above.
Remark 3.6. Let a be a generi point of l. If a ∈ G(b′) is isolated in G(b′)∩l
then (by symmetry) dim(b′/a) < n.
Lemma 3.7. Let D be the set of all d ∈ N suh that |sl(d)| > |sl(b)|. Then
there is an N -denable set D′ suh that dimD′△D < n. In partiular, any
innite N -denable subset of N \ D′ intersets N \ D in an innite set.
Proof. By Claim 3.5 we an nd d1, . . . , dk, representatives of the loally
onstant partitions of l, suh that for any y if the partition of G(y) ∩ l is
loally onstant and |sl(y)| > |sl(b)| then G(y) ∩ l = G(di) ∩ l for some i.
Let J0 be the set of (i, j) suh that f
dj
l (i) = 0 and let J1 be the set of
(i, j) suh that f
dj
l (i) = 1. Let cij ∈ Ii(dj) be generi points in l for all (i, j).
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Let
Dj :=

x |
∧
(i,j)∈J1
cij ∈ G(x) ∧
∧
(i,j)∈J0
cij 6∈ G(x)

 .
If x ∈ Dj then either |sl(b)| < |sl(x)|, implying that x ∈ D, or cij is an
isolated point in G(x)∩ l for some i ∈ J0. By remark 3.6 this implies that the
latter ase an only our if dimx/l < n. Conversely, if |sl(x)| > |sl(b)| then
either x indues on l a onstant partition, in whih ase G(x)∩ l = G(dj)∩ l
for some j and x ∈ Dj ; or x is not generi in {x | (x, l) ∈ B} by (♣) above.
Setting
D′ :=
⋃
j
Dj
the onlusion of the lemma follows. 
Reall that we xed some generi b induing a partition of l maximal
among all generi b′ suh that (b′, l) ∈ B. Let J1 := {j | f
b
l (j) = 1} and
J0 := {j | f
b
l (j) = 0}. Let aj be generi points in the interior of Ij(b).
Dene:
Z0 :=

y |
∧
j∈J1
aj ∈ G(y) ∧
∧
j∈J0
aj 6∈ G(y)


and
Z := {y ∈ Z0 | y /∈ D
′}.
Finally, we an dene our partial order ≤t:
(†) x1 ≤t x2 ⇐⇒ |{y ∈ Z | y ≤p x1 ∧ y 6≤p x2}| <∞.
By Lemma 3.3 ≤t is indeed a partial order, and {y | y ≤t a} is generially
losed for all generi a ∈ N . We now show that ≤t has the property we were
looking for, namely that restrited to some line (not surprisingly, l) through
N it is linear.
To see this note that, as G(b) does not indue a onstant partition on l,
there is some endpoint d of one of the intervals in G(b) ∩ l witnessing it.
Beause d is generi in l we an nd a neighbourhood V ∩ l of d suh that
(without loss of generality) for all d1 < d2 (d1, d2 ∈ V ∩ l) if for some y we
have
(∗)
∧
j∈J1
aj ∈ G(y) ∧
∧
j∈J0
aj 6∈ G(y) ∧ d1 ∈ G(y) ∧ d2 6∈ G(y)
then either |sl(y)| > |sl(b)| and y ∈ D or aj is an isolated point in G(y) for
some j ∈ J1. Sine dim(D△D
′) < n by Remark 3.6 there an be only nitely
many y outside D′ satisfying (∗). So restrited to V ∩ l, ≤t is a quasi order
agreeing with the natural order on l.
It remains to verify that ≤t is an order (on V ∩L). But sine b is generi
over all the data there are neighbourhoods U of b and W ⊆ l of d suh that
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for all d′ ∈ W there is some b′ ∈ U with d′ an endpoint of an interval in
the partition of l indued by b′ and ai ∈ G(b
′) if and only if ai ∈ G(b) (see
Figure 1 below). So for every x1 6= x2 ∈W there are innitely many b
′
in U
separating them and x1 6≡t x2.
Figure 1: d′ ≤t d
3.1. Going down. We an now prove the main result of this setion:
Theorem 3.8. Let N be denable (over ∅) in an o-minimal struture M.
Assume that dimMN = n > 1. Then there exists an innite N -denable
(over B) set X ⊆ N suh that dim(X) < n and U(tp(g/∅)) = ∞ for some
g ∈ (X \ aclM(B))
Proof. Assume not. So we an onstrut an N -denable (quasi) order ≤t
linear on some generi line l through N . By Lemma 3.3 the lower ones of
≤t are generially losed. We x ≤t, l and a, b ∈ l suh that ≤t is linear on
[a, b]≤t ∩ l.
We need some notation and easy observations. First, by the generiity of
l, any (M)-generi c ∈ l is alsoM-generi over ∅. Denote [a, b]l := [a, b]≤t ∩ l
and let
m(y) := max
[a,b]l
{
x ∈ (a, b)l | x ≤t y
}
for any y ∈ N (m need not be globally dened). With this notation, if
y ∈ (a, b)≤t then m(y) ∈ [a, b]
l
and sine m(y) ∈ cl{x ∈ (a, b)l | x ≤t y}
Lemma 3.3 assures that m(y) ≤t y whenever m(y) is generi in l.
Claim 3.9. We may assume that dim(m−1(c)) < n and that c ≤t m
−1(c)
for all c ∈ (a, b)l.
Proof. Sine dim(N) = n, neessarily, dim(m−1(c)) < n for all but nitely
many c. On the other hand the formula ∃y(m(y) = c ∧ c 6≤t y) implies that
c is not generi in l so there are only nitely many suh.
Thus, by shrinking our interval if neessary, we an nd some [a′, b′]l
subinterval of [a, b]l suh that dim(m−1(c)) < n for all c ∈ [a′, b′]l. Replaing
[a, b]l with [a′, b′]l it is easy to verify that the laim follows. 
Claim 3.10. If dim(m−1(x)) < n−1 for all x ∈ (a, b)l then dim((a, b)≤t) <
n.
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Proof. If a <t x <t b then a ≤ m(x) ≤ b so
(a, b)≤t ⊆
⋃
x∈[a,b]l
m−1(x).
Therefore dim(m−1(x)) < n − 1 for all suh x implies, by the additivity of
o-minimal dimension, that dim((a, b)≤t) < n. 
Beause (a, b)≤t has innite ≤t-hains (e.g. the interval in (a, b)
l
) it must
be unstable; so if dim(a, b)≤t < n the theorem follows. Hene we may assume
that dim((a′, b′)≤t) = n for all a < a
′ < b′ < b in l and that, by Claim
3.10, dim(m−1(x)) = n − 1 for innitely many x ∈ (a, b)l. By o-minimality
of l (and denability of the o-minimal dimension) there is a subinterval
(a′, b′)l ⊆ (a, b)l suh that dim(m−1(x)) = n− 1 for all x ∈ (a′, b′)l.
Claim 3.11. Let a′, b′ ∈ l be suh that dim(m−1(x)) = n − 1 for all x ∈
(a′, b′)l. Then U(tp(g/A)) = ∞ for any parameter set A and g ∈ (a′, b′)≤t
generi over A.
Proof. Fix A and g ∈ (a′, b′)≤t generi over A. Let 〈gi〉i∈Q be an M-
independent M-indisernible sequene in tpM(g/A). Sine g is generi over
A, in partiular, m(g) is generi in l, and therefore m(gi) 6= m(gj) for all
i 6= j. Let ci := m(gi) so the sequene 〈ci〉i∈Q is a ≤t-linearly-ordered indis-
ernible sequene, so without loss of generality it is ≤t-inreasing.
By hypothesis ci t gj if and only if i < j. As in the ase of dense linear
orders, the formula (ci t x) ∧ ¬(cj t x) divides over A, and is realized by
gk for all i < k < j. Sine our set is indexed by Q we get an innite dividing
sequene whih witnesses that U(tp(g/A)) =∞. 
From now on, we will assume a′, b′ ∈ l are suh that dim(m−1(x)) = n−1
and m(x) ≤t x for all x ∈ (a
′, b′)≤t . Let g ∈ (a
′, b′)≤t be generi over all
the parameters dening l, so by the last laim U(tp(g/l)) = ∞. Denoting
c = m(g) we know that c is generi in (a′, b′)l. The following lemma will
omplete the proof of Theorem 3.8.
Lemma 3.12. Let g, c be as above then there exists a set X with dimX < n
suh that either X is N -denable over c and g ∈ X or X ontains an innite
≤t-hain.
Proof. Sine g is generi over l and dim(c/l) = 1 the additivity of o-minimal
dimension gives dim(tp(g/c)) = n− 1. So any c-denable set ontaining g is
non algebrai.
Notie that by density of ≤t on (a
′, b′)l if y ∈ (a′, b′)l is suh that c 6= m(y)
then either (c, y)≤t is empty or it ontains an innite ≤t-hain (and innitely
many points) in (a, b)l. Writing
Xn(c) := {y | (c, y)≤t does not ontain ≤t-hains of size larger than n}
this implies that either g ∈ Xn(c) for some n ∈ N, and Xn(c) being ≤t-
denable the lemma follows, or g /∈ Xn(c) for all n.
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In the latter ase, by saturation of M, the interval (c, g)≤t ⊆ m
−1(c)
ontains innite ≤t-hains. By assumption, this implies that dim(c, g)≤t < n
and being unstable it satises the onlusion of the lemma. 
This nishes the proof of the theorem. 
3.2. An alternative proof. In this subsetion we propose a dierent ap-
proah to the proof of Theorem 3.8. We nd the proof instrutive in the
way it allows us to ontrol loal phenomena in reduts of o-minimal theories.
However, being tehnially more involved, we do not give all the details. For
simpliity and onreteness we disuss the ase N ⊆ M2 and dimN = 2.
The interested reader should not nd it hard to onvine himself (or herself,
or others) that the proof extends to the general ase, but even the uninter-
ested reader would probably not need muh onvining in agreeing that the
proof is unpleasant enough as it is, even without the additional tehnialities
suh a generalisation would require.
To make life a little easier we will prove a slightly weaker version of the
theorem. We prove:
Theorem 3.13. Let N be denable in an o-minimal struture M. If N is
unstable and dimN = n > 1 then there exists an innite N -denable X ⊆ N
suh that dimX < n.
The proof starts at the same point where Setion 3.1 does, and we keep the
assumptions and notation aumulated up to that point. In partiular, we
have a xed generi line l through N and the N -denable order ≤t obtained
above. Reall that the restrition of ≤t to l oinides with the natural, o-
minimal, order on l (indued from some denable homeomorphism of l with
an interval in M). Beause of the assumption that N is of full dimension (in
M2) we may hoose the line l parallel to one of the axis. In the general ase
(N ⊆ Mk and dimN = n) we hoose an n-dimensional ell N ′ ⊆ N whih
is naturally denably homeomorphi to an open box B ⊆ Mn; in that ase
we hoose l′ through B parallel to one of the axis and set l to be the image
of l′ ∩B under the inverse homeomorphism.
The assumption that ≤t agrees with the order onM on some line l through
N implies that there is an innite set of x ∈ N suh that x is not an isolated
point in cl(Lt(x)). The rst part of the proof onsists in showing that if
for some a, generi over all the data (inluding the parameters required to
dene ≤t), a is not isolated in Lt(a) then the desired result follows. We will
then show how to hange ≤t to obtain suh an M-generi a.
For the rst part we need the following easy laim:
Claim 3.14. Let a ∈ N be M-generi and c ∈ ∂Lt(a) be generi as suh. If,
in addition, c/∅ is generi then {z | c ≤p z ≤p a} is nite and {b ∈ Lt(a) |
|(b, a)≤t | <∞} is n-dimensional.
Proof. As we have already showed we may assume that ≤t is generially
losed (i.e., that Lt(x) is generially losed for all generi x). Assume that
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a, c are as above and that c/∅ is generi, therefore c 6 |⌣
M a. Hene, dim{a′ |
c ∈ ∂Lt(a
′)} < n and c ∈ Lt(a).
By onstrution, if c ≤t d ≤t a then c ∈ ∂Lt(d); so for any suh d we have
c 6 |⌣
M d whih implies dim({z | c ≤t z ≤t a}) < n. But {z | c ≤t z ≤t a} is
N -denable so by assumption it must be nite.
Sine b was generi in ∂Lt(a) we get that {b ∈ Lt(a) | |(b, a)≤t | < ∞} is
innite, so it must be n-dimensional. 
On the other hand, if a ∈ N is generi and a is not isolated in Lt(a) then
for every b ∈ Lt(a) generi over a it must be that a ∈ IntGt(b). Thus the
≤t-interval (b, a)≤t is innite, ontraditing the previous laim.
We an now turn to showing that there is some partial order with innite
hains ≤t and a generi a suh that a is not an isolated point in Lt(a). As in
the previous proof, we x b generi induing a partition on l maximal among
all generi b′ suh that (b′, l) ∈ B. We also x generi aj ∈ Ij(b). Denote A
the olletion of the aj and
Rb(x,A) :=

 ∧
aj∈A
(aj ∈ G(x) ⇐⇒ aj ∈ G(b))

 .
Say that x is good for A (with respet to b) if |= Rb(x,A). Observe that,
sine b was generi and the ai were hosen independent of b (over all the
data), if x is good for A with respet to b it is good for A with respet to
any b′ lose enough to b.
For eah ai ∈ A let Bi ∋ a be an open box suh that Bi ⊆ G(b) if ai ∈ G(b)
and Bi∩G(b) = ∅ otherwise. Let l
′
be a line parallel to l suh that l′∩Bi 6= ∅
for all i. Choosing l′ lose enough to l we may assume that G(b) indues
a maximal non-onstant partition of l′ (as usual, among all generi b′ suh
that (b′, l) ∈ B). Choose a′i ∈ Bi ∩ l
′
witnessing this and denote this set of
points A′. It will be onvenient to take A′ to be the projetion of A to l′.
We slightly hange our denition of ≤t. Instead of requiring that x1 ≤t x2
if and only if the set of y ∈ Z suh that y ≤p x1 ∧ y 6≤p x2 is nite (having
Z dened as above) we replae Z by Z ′ where Z ′ := {z ∈ Z | |= Rb′(z,A
′)}.
I.e. we restrit ourselves to the set Z ′ of b′ suh that G(b′) indues a non-
onstant maximal partition on both l and l′ and b′ is good for both l and
l′ (with respet to b in both ases). Beause b is generi over all the data,
Z ′ ontains a small open neighbourhood of b whih must be a 2-dimensional
set (n-dimensional in the general ase). Let x ∈ ∂G(b) be generi over all
the data (so in partiular not on l, l′) suh that x lies between l and l′ (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 2
Let lx be the line through x parallel to l, l
′
. We would like to show that
(∗∗) {y ∈ lx | x ≤t y} has x in its boundary.
This will be enough (b was taken to be generi and x is a generi point in
∂G(b), so moving b we will get a 2-dimensional set of x with the required
property). In the general n-dimensional ase we would have to repeat the
same proess several times, but the main idea is unaltered.
We do not laim that this will be outright true, but we will now start a
proess whih will provide the desired result. Throughout, when working
within a line (parallel to one of the axis) we will use the natural indued
order.
Assume (∗∗) is not true. By denition x ∈ ∂G(b) and for onreteness
assume that for all x < y in lx there is z ∈ lx with x < z < y suh that
z ∈ G(b) (as in the gure above). Sine (∗∗) is assumed not to hold, for all
y > x there exists some z ∈ lx between x and y suh that z /∈ Gt(x). By the
denition of ≤t this means that there are innitely many b
′ ∈ Z ′ suh that
x ∈ G(b′) but z /∈ G(b′). Fix any suh M-generi b′.
Let (ai, a
′
i) be the line segment between ai and a
′
i. Observe that if ai ∈
G(b) then by hoie of l′ and a′i the segment (ai, a
′
i) is ontained in Bi (and
therefore in G(b)). Similarly, (ai, a
′
i) ∩ G(b) = ∅ if ai 6∈ G(b). Sine b
′
was hosen generi over all the data, we also know that G(b′) ontains open
neighbourhoods of (ai, a
′
i) or open neighbourhoods disjoint from G(b
′).
Assume rst that for all i we have (ai, a
′
i) ⊆ G(b
′) whenever ai ∈ G(b) and
(ai, a
′
i) ∩ G(b
′) = ∅ otherwise. This implies that lx has more sign hanges
(witnessed by G(b′)) than l did (with respet to b) and it is easy to verify
that b′ (and z) an be hosen so that the partition is not onstant. But l was
hosen so that the size of a maximal non-onstant partition (with respet to
a generi element b) is maximal, so we would have a ontradition.
So we may assume that for some i either ai ∈ G(b) and (ai, a
′
i) 6⊆ G(b
′) or
(ai, a
′
i) ∩G(b
′) 6= ∅ for some ai 6∈ G(b). For onreteness we will assume the
former holds (see Figure 3) and let a′′ ∈ (ai, a
′
i) be suh that a
′′
i 6∈ G(b
′) be
generi over all the data.
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We will now hange our denition of ≤t one more replaing Z
′
with
Z ′′ := {z ∈ Z ′ | a′′ /∈ G(z)}. Take l′′ lose enough to l so that G(b′) indues
on l′′ a maximal non-onstant partition. Now restart the whole proess with
l, l′′, G(b′) and Z ′′. By o-minimality, this proess of restriting Z to obtain
more intervals in G(b) ∩ (ai, a
′
i) annot go on forever. So after nitely many
suh hanges we are redued to the ase where (ai, a
′
i) ⊆ G(b
′) if ai ∈ G(b)
and (ai, a
′
i)∩G(b
′) = ∅ otherwise, whih we already proved ontradited the
fat that x was a non isolated point in Lt(x) ∩ lx. This onludes the proof
of the theorem.
Figure 3
The results obtained thus far imply by indution that we an dene a nite
by o-minimal set in any purely unstable struture (see denition 4.17) inter-
pretable in an o-minimal theory, proving the rst part of Theorem 1.2. This
theorem annot be outright strengthened as the following example demon-
strates. Consider the struture N := (R2,≺) where (x1, x2) ≺ (y1, y2) is
interpreted as x1 < y1. So N is unstable of o-minimal dimension 2. It
is an easy exerise to hek that any innite denable subset of N is ei-
ther 2-dimensional or stable, and that the only way to obtain an o-minimal
struture in N is to work in N eq.
The above example is not the only obstale on the way of ompleting
the proof of Theorem 1.4. Towards that end we will also need to improve
the results of this setion in order to nd an unstable N -denable set of
smallM-dimension. Before proeeding to this task, we onlude the present
setion with a disussion of the seond part of Theorem 1.2:
Corollary 3.15. Let N be interpretable in an o-minimal κ-saturated stru-
ture M and p ∈ SN (N0) for some N0 ≺ N with |N0| < κ. Then there exists
a non-algebrai p ⊆ q ∈ SN (N) whih is either strongly stable or nite by
o-minimal.
Sine this result will not be used below we only give a sketh of the proof.
If p is strongly stable every non-algebrai q ⊇ p is strongly stable and we
have nothing to do. So we may assume that p is weakly unstable. by
extending N0 if needed (preserving the ardinality) we may assume that
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p is unstable, and by saturation we may also assume that there is an N -
denable partial order ≤p with innite hains in p. If dimM p = 1 the result
follows from Theorem 2.1. So we may assume that dimM p = n > 1. To
simplify things we will assume that ≤p is ∅-denable in N . For every φ ∈ p
denote Nφ := {a | a |= φ(x)} and Nφ the ≤p-struture whose universe is
Nφ and where ≤p is interpreted as its restrition therein. Clearly, Nφ is
unstable.
Our goal is to show that there exists a ≤p-formula ψ(x, y) over ∅ suh that
for all φ ∈ p there exists c ⊆ Nφ satisfying 0 < dim(ψ(x, c) ∧ φ(x)) < n. By
ompatness (and the denability of o-minimal dimension) this would imply
the existene of some c suh that 0 < dim(ψ(x, c) ∧ φ(x)) < n for all φ ∈ p.
In partiular, we may assume that 0 < dimψ(x, c) < n. By assumption
ψ(x, c) ∪ p is innite, with the desired onlusion following by indution.
The starting point of the proof is the observation that, assuming Lemma
3.3 and Proposition 3.4, the proof of Theorem 3.8 assures that there are
a, b suh that 0 < dim(a, b)≤t < n. Note also that the formula dening
≤t (given in (†) above) depends on N only by the use of parameters and,
more signiantly for us, by determining the maximal possible size of a non-
onstant partition of a line through N . We leave it as an exerise to verify
that by saturation of M, working in an innitesimal (with respet to N0)
neighbourhood of some (generi) e |= p we an nd a line l so small that the
maximal size of a partition of l in Nφ is uniformly bounded (i.e. does not
depend on φ). Thus, under the assumption that Lemma 3.3 and Proposition
3.4 hold in any Nφ, the plan desribed in the previous paragraph an be
arried out.
So we only have to take are of the ase that one of the above propositions
does not hold in onitely many of the Nφ. If Proposition 3.4 is the one
that fails then, inspeting its proof, we get that there are a, b suh that
0 < dim((a, b)≤p ∩ φ(M)) < n with the desired onlusion. If Lemma 3.4
is the one ausing problems we need to note that the lemma is only used
to show that ≤t (whih, as we have observed, an be dened uniformly) is
generially losed. If the proof of that statement fails, there must be some
innite set of the form Z ∩ (L(c) \ L(a)) ∩Nφ whih is of small dimension,
for the denable set Z appearing in (†). Sine Z does not depend on φ the
onlusion follows.
4. Interpreting an o-minimal struture
In this setion we omplete the indution introdued in the previous se-
tion to onlude that any unstable theory interpretable in an o-minimal
struture interprets itself an o-minimal struture. As the example preeding
Corollary 3.15 illustrates, in order to ahieve this we annot avoid working
in N eq. Although it seems plausible that our argument ould be arried
out to Meq this would require some additional tehnial tools. In order to
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avoid suh tehnialities we will assume from now on that M eliminates
imaginaries.
We will work with both stable formulas and denable stable sets. To
prevent any onfusion we will use stable for denable stable sets and refer
to stable formulas as formulas satisfying NOP.
4.1. Preliminaries. We need the some denitions and results from [Ons06℄
and [Ons02℄.
Denition 4.1. A formula δ(x, a) strongly divides over A if tp(a/A) is non-
algebrai and {δ(x, a′)}a′|=tp(a/A) is k-inonsistent for some k ∈ N. δ(x, a)
þ-divides over A if we an nd some tuple c suh that δ(x, a) strongly divides
over Ac.
Standard forking terminology generalises naturally to þ-forking. For ex-
ample, a formula þ-forks over a set A if it implies a nite disjuntion of
formulas þ-dividing over A. In partiular, Uþ-rank is the foundation rank
of the partial order (dened on omplete types) p <
þ
q denes as p is a
þ-forking extension of q.
The þ-rank of a formula is the analogue of the global rank in simple
theories. That is, þ(ϕ(x, b)) ≥ α + 1 if there is ψ(x, c) ⊢ ϕ(x, b) þ-dividing
over b with þ(ψ(x, c)) ≥ α.
Fat 4.2. Let N be denable in an o-minimal struture M, let φ(x, b) be
N -denable and let p(x) ∈ SNn (N). Then both þ(φ(x, b)) and U
þ(p(x)) are
nite.
Proof. Any instane of þ-forking in N implies an instane of þ-forking inM
so the þ-rank of any N -denable set will be bounded by the dimension of
the orresponding set in M. This gives a nite bound for the global þ-rank
for strutures interpretable in o-minimal theories whih depends only on the
arity of the variable x.
As in superstable theories (see [Pil96℄), if we dene
þ(p(x)) := min {þ (φ (x, b)) | φ (x, b) ∈ p (x)}
then
U
þ(p(x)) ≤ þ(p(x))
whih ompletes the proof. 
The following is Theorem 5.1.1 in [Ons06℄:
Fat 4.3. If φ(x, y) satises NOP and there is a φ-formula witnessing that
tp(a/bc) forks over c, then there is a φ-formula witnessing that tp(a/bc)
þ-forks over c.
and
Fat 4.4. If T is dependent and φ(x, b) is a denable stable set then for
every formula ψ(x, y) the formula φ(x, b) ∧ ψ(x, y) satises NOP.
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is well known, see for example [OP℄. Gathering all of the above, we obtain:
Corollary 4.5. In a dependent theory, if a type p ontains a formula dening
a stable set then U
þ(p) = U(p). In partiular, if Uþ(p) is nite then p has
nite U-rank.
Proof. Any instane of þ-forking is an instane of forking so
U(p) ≥ Uþ(p)
for any type p. We prove the other inequality by indution. For α = 0,
U(p) ≥ 0 if and only if p is onsistent if and only if Uþ(p) ≥ 0. If U(p) ≥ α
for α limit, the laim follows from the indution hypothesis and the fat that
both U
þ(p) ≥ α and U(p) ≥ α if and only if Uþ(p) ≥ δ (resp. U(p) ≥ δ) for
all δ < α.
It remains to deal with U(p) ≥ α + 1. Assume indutively that for any
type q ontaining a formula dening a stable set, if U(q) ≥ α then Uþ(q) ≥ α.
Now let p ∈ S(A) ontain a formula φ(x, a) dening a stable set, and assume
that U(p) ≥ α+ 1.
By denition there is some r ⊇ p suh that U(r) ≥ α and r forks over A
witnessed by some formula θ(x, b). Let θ′(x, y) := θ(x, y) ∧ φ(x, a); θ′(x, y)
satises NOP by Fat 4.4 and learly θ′(x, b) forks over A. By Fat 4.3
there is a θ′-formula whih witnesses that r þ-forks over A, by indution
U
þ(r) ≥ α, and by denition Uþ(p) ≥ α+ 1. 
Fat 4.6. Let φ(x1, x2) be suh that |= ∀x1∃
≤nx2φ(x1, x2) for some n ∈ N,
and let φ′(x) := ∃yφ(x, y). Then the following hold.
• φ(C2) is a stable denable set if and only if φ′(C) is a stable denable
set.
• þ(φ(C2)) = þ(φ′(C)).
Proof. If φ′ is unstable, then any formula witnessing NOP for φ′ will also
witness NOP for φ. Thus, it's enough to show that if φ is unstable so is φ′.
By 1.7 there is an indisernible sequene b¯ satisfying φ and π(x1, y1;x2, y2)
witnessing the strit order property. Let bi := (ai, ci) be the i-th element
of b¯; by assumption ci ∈ acl(ai). Therefore, tp(c1, c2/a1, a2) is isolated,
say by ψ(y1, y2, a1, a2). Hene, the formula (∀x1, x2)(ψ(y1, y2, x1, x2) →
π(x1, y1;x2, y2)) orders the sequene a¯ := {ai}i. This proves (i).
The proof of (ii) is a straightforward indution on the þ-rank of φ′(C). 
Proposition 4.7. Let δ(x, y) and π(y) be suh that |= ∀y (π(y)→ ∃∞xδ(x, y))
and þ (π (y)) is nite. Then
þ (δ (x, y) ∧ π (y)) > þ (π (y)) .
Proof. Clearly þ (δ (x, y) ∧ π (y)) ≥ þ (π (y)). We will prove the sharp in-
equality by indution. The ase α = 0 being lear we assume that δ(x, y)
and π(y) are formulas over some set A and suppose þ (π (y)) ≥ α + 1. By
denition there is a formula θ(y, b) þ-forking over A, suh that θ(y, b) ⊢ π(y)
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and þ(θ(x, b)) ≥ α. As |= ∀y(θ(y, b)→ ∃∞xδ(x, y)) the indution hypothesis
yields
þ(θ(y, b) ∧ δ(x, y)) > þ(θ(y, b)) = α.
But θ(y, b)∧δ(x, y) þ-forks over A (beause θ(y, b)→ ∃xδ(x, y)) so the laim
follows. 
Proposition 4.8. Assume that tp(a/Ab) þ-forks over A and tp(a/Ab) has
nite U-rank. Then there are b′, c suh that U(tp(a/Ab)) = U(tp(a/Abb′c))
and tp(a/Ab′c) strongly divides over Ac.
Proof. By denition, there are nitely many formulas φi(x, bi) suh that
tp(a/Ab) ⊢
∨
i
φi(x, bi)
and φ(x, bi) þ-divides over A. Finiteness of the U-rank implies that tp(a/Ab)
does not fork over Ab and therefore U(tp(a/Ab)∪{φm(x, bm)}) = U(tp(a/Ab))
for some m. For suh m, we get that tp(a/Ab) ∪ {φm(x, bm)} is a non
forking extension of tp(a/Ab); using automorphisms we may assume that
a |= φm(x, bm) and a |⌣Ab bm.
By denition of þ-dividing there is some c′ suh that φ(x, bm) strongly
divides over Ac′. Let c |= tp(c′/Abbm) be suh that a |⌣Abbm
c. Sine c |=
tp(c′/Abm) strong dividing is preserved and
U (tp (a/Ab)) = U (tp (a/Abbm)) = U (tp (a/Abbmc))
so letting b′ = bm proves the proposition. 
Proposition 4.9. If a set φ(x, b) is stable, then there is some θ(y) ∈ tp(b/∅)
suh that φ(x, y) ∧ θ(y) has NOP.
Proof.
Claim 4.10. Let r(y) = tp(b/∅). Then there are no indisernible sequenes
〈ai〉i∈ω and 〈bj〉j∈ω suh that bj |= r(y) and |= φ(ai, bj) if and only if i ≤ j.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality (by using automorphisms)
that b0 = b. In this ase, ai |= φ(x, b) whih implies that φ(x, y) ∧ φ(x, b)
witnesses the order property, ontraditing Fat 4.4. 
Let p(x1, . . . , xn, . . . ), q(y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) be the (partial) types expressing
〈xi〉i∈ω is an indisernible sequene and 〈yj〉j∈ω is an indisernible se-
quene respetively. By Claim 4.10 the type
p (x¯) ∪ q (y¯) ∪


⋃
j
r (yj)

 ∪


⋃
i<j
φ (xi, yj)

 ∪


⋃
i≥j
¬φ (xi, yj)


is inonsistent. By ompatness, there is a formula θ(y) ∈ r(y) suh that
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p (x¯) ∪ q (y¯) ∪


⋃
j
θ (yj)

 ∪


⋃
i<j
φ (xi, yj)

 ∪


⋃
i≥j
¬φ (xi, yj)


is inonsistent and by denition this implies that φ(x, y)∧θ(y) has NOP. 
Corollary 4.11. Let a, b and c be suh that there exists φ(x, b) ∈ tp(a/bc)
dening a stable set but U(a/c) =∞. Then a 6 |⌣
þ
c
b.
Proof. Let a, b, c and φ(x, b) be as in the statement. By Proposition 4.9 there
is some θ(y) ∈ tp(b) suh that ψ(x, y) := φ(x, y) ∧ θ(y) has NOP.
By denition every type extending φ(x, b) has nite U-rank and tp(a/c)
has innite U-rank so every ompletion of tp(a/c) ∪ {φ(x, b)} forks over c.
This implies that ψ(x, b) forks over c. But ψ(x, y) satises NOP so Fat 4.3
implies there is a ψ-formula witnessing that tp(a/bc) þ-forks over c. 
4.2. Unstable sets of small dimension. In this setion we onlude the
proof of Theorem 1.4. The main result whih allows us to do this is:
Theorem 4.12. let T be a dependent theory with denable niteness (i.e. T
eliminates the quantier ∃∞) suh that the (global) þ-ranks of denable sets
are bounded by a nite number. Let Φ be the lass of unstable denable sets
in T , and
n := min {þ (φ(C, c)) | φ(x, c) ∈ Φ} .
Let φ(x, c) ∈ Φ be suh that þ(φ(x, c)) = n and let θ(x, b) ⊢ φ(x, c) ontain
some a with U(tp(a/c)) =∞ and a 6∈ acl(b). Then θ(x, b) is unstable.
Proof. Let φ(x, c) be an unstable set of minimal þ-rank. Assume towards
a ontradition that there is a stable set θ(x, b) and a |= θ(x, b) satisfying
all the assumptions of the theorem. Fix suh θ(x, b) and a for whih m :=
U(tp(a/cb)) is maximal. Note that m is well dened as U(tp(a/cb)), when
nite, is bounded by U
þ(a/∅). To simplify the notation we will assume that
c is a subsequene of b.
To reah a ontradition we will use þ-forking to nd a denable sub-
set Y of φ(x, c) onsisting of an innite denable family of almost disjoint
opies of θ(x, b). We an then show that either I, the set parametrising the
family, is stable whih implies that so is Y - ontraditing the maximality of
U(tp(a/b)); or I is unstable with þ(I) < n, in ontradition to the minimality
of n.
By Corollary 4.11 we know that a 6 |⌣
þ
c
b and by hypothesis U(tp(a/b)) =
m. By Proposition 4.8 there are b0, d suh that a |⌣b b0d and tp(a/b0cd)
ontains some θ0(x, b0) strongly dividing over cd. By denition of strong
dividing tp(b0/cd) is non algebrai and there is a formula π(y, d) suh that{
θ0
(
x, b′
)}
b′|=π(y,d)
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is k-inonsistent for some k. In partiular, there are at most k − 1 elements
satisfying π(y, d)∧θ0(a, y) so b0 is algebrai over ad, witnessed by the formula
θ0(a, y) ∧ π(y, d).
By assumption tp(a/bc) is non algebrai and a |⌣bc b0d so tp(a/b0d) is
non algebrai and by denable niteness we know there is a formula µ(y) ∈
tp(b0/cd) suh that φ(x, b
′) is innite for any b′ |= µ(y); we may assume that
π(y, d)→ µ(y).
Claim 4.13. tp(a/cd) ontains no stable denable sets.
Proof. Assume that δ(x) ∈ tp(a/cd) denes a stable set. Sine b0 ∈ acl(ad)
there is a formula δ(x, y) ∈ tp(ab0/cd) suh that ∀x∃
<nyδ(x, y). We may
also assume that ∃yδ(x, y) ≡ δ(x) so, by Fat 4.6, δ(x, y) denes a stable set
as well.
Sine U(a/cd) ≥ U(a/bd) (reall that c ⊆ b) the maximality of m implies
that in fat U(a/cd) = U(a/bd). But b0 ∈ acl(ad) so U(ab0/cd) = U(a/cd) =
U(a/bd). But U(a/bdb0) = U(a/b) = m, so U(a/cd) = m. On the other
hand, as δ(x, y) denes a stable set, we an use Lasar's inequalities to get:
U(ab0/cd) = U(b0/cd) +U(a/bdb0)
But b0 /∈ acl(cd) and the last equality implies that U(a/cd) > m, a ontra-
dition.

By Fat 4.6 we know that tp(ab0/cd) does not ontain any non algebrai
formula dening a stable set. In partiular, π(C, d) is unstable.
Claim 4.14. þ(π(y, d)) < þ(φ(x, c)) = n.
Proof. Let ψ(x, y; c, d) := φ(x, c)∧θ0(x, y)∧π(y, d). For all a
′ |= φ(x, c) there
are nitely many b′ suh that |= ψ(a′, b′; c, d); by Fat 4.6, þ(ψ(x, y; c, d)) =
þ(φ(x, c)) = n.
However, θ0(x, b
′)∧φ(x, c) is non algebrai for any b′ |= π(y, d) so by Fat
4.7 þ(ψ(x, y; c, d)) > þ(π(y, d)). 
So π(C, d) is an unstable denable set of þ-rank smaller than n; this on-
tradits the minimality of n and the theorem follows. 
We an now prove Theorem 1.4:
Corollary 4.15. Let M := (M,<, . . . ) an o-minimal struture with elim-
ination of imaginaries and a dense underlying order. Let N be unstable
interpretable in M. Then N interprets an o-minimal struture.
Proof. Let Φ be the set of all (non algebrai) unstable N -interpretable sets.
For eah Z ∈ Φ let (þ(Z), d(Z)) be the pair onsisting of the þ-rank and
the o-minimal dimension of Z. Let Y ∈ Φ minimise (þ(Y ), d(Y )) in the
lexiographi order.
Claim 4.16. The o-minimal dimension of Y is 1.
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Proof. Suppose otherwise. Beause M eliminates imaginaries Y is denable
in M. Let A be a set over whih Y is denable. Beause Y is unstable
Theorem 3.8 implies that there is some Y0 ⊂ Y N -denable over B ⊃ A
with dimY0 < dimY . Moreover, there exists a ∈ Y0 \ acl(B) suh that
U(tp(a/A)) = ∞. By Theorem 4.12 Y0 is unstable so by denition Y0 ∈ Φ
ontraditing the minimality of (þ(Y ), d(Y )). 
By Claim 4.16 there is some Y ∈ Φ suh that the o-minimal dimension of
Y is 1. By Corollary 2.11 Th(Y ) interprets an o-minimal struture, with the
desired onlusion. 
Reall the following from [OP℄:
Denition 4.17. A denable set φ(x, a) is purely unstable if every denable
subset of φ(x, a) is unstable.
So the last orollary shows, in partiular:
Corollary 4.18. Let M := (M,<, . . . ) be a dense o-minimal with elimina-
tion of imaginaries and N unstable interpretable in M. Then N interprets
a purely unstable set.
Unfortunately, unlike the results of the previous setions, the present proof
does not seem to give signiant loal data. This is one of the reasons why
it is not lear to us, at this stage, what should the right lassiation of
theories interpretable in o-minimal strutures look like. The great exibility
in reating loal phenomena in o-minimal strutures (and to some extent even
more so in their reduts) suggests that analysability of types with respet to
some nie olletion of types should be the right diretion and the results of
this paper suggest that the lass of o-minimal (by nite) types has a ruial
role in any suh analysis. A sharpening of the results of the present setion
ould provide some level of analysis in suh terms for weakly unstable types,
but the situation in the stable part of the piture is muh less obvious.
For types that ontain a denable stable set an analysis exists in terms of
regular types, hopefully satisfying Zilber's Trihotomy. Suh a lassiation
would give a good solution for the lass of stably dominated types. However,
as the example in Remark 2.12 shows, not all stable types (not even all
strongly stable types) ontain a formula dening a stable set, or are even
stably dominated. The following questions seem natural, and will probably
require some additional work:
(1) Is there a (natural) geometri stability theoreti distintion between
stable and unstable types (aside from Shelah's ombinatorial de-
nition) and between stable and strongly stable types in reduts of
o-minimal theories.
(2) What role do stable regular types play in the spae of types of a
redut of an o-minimal theory. Do they satisfy Zilber's trihotomy.
Can a reasonable theory of analysability be developed in reduts of
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o-minimal theories in terms of regular types and nite by o-minimal
types.
(3) Sine our loal results relate only to types over models, it seems
natural to ask whether, in the present ontext, a reasonable notion
of prime models (over arbitrary sets) - an equivalent of a-models
in stable theories - exists and what is the right framework for the
development of suh a theory.
As we pointed out in the introdution, the results of [She℄ - though not
suient if one hopes for as sharp results as we would like to obtain - suggest
several diretions of researh that may be of relevane to the above question.
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